Engineering with Biomolecular Motors.
Biomolecular motors, such as the motor protein kinesin, can be used as off-the-shelf components to power hybrid nanosystems. These hybrid systems combine elements from the biological and synthetic toolbox of the nanoengineer and can be used to explore the applications and design principles of active nanosystems. Efforts to advance nanoscale engineering benefit greatly from biological and biophysical research into the operating principles of motor proteins and their biological roles. In return, the process of creating in vitro systems outside of the context of biology can lead to an improved understanding of the physical constraints creating the fitness landscape explored by evolution. However, our main focus is a holistic understanding of the engineering principles applying to systems integrating molecular motors in general. To advance this goal, we and other researchers have designed biomolecular motor-powered nanodevices, which sense, compute, and actuate. In addition to demonstrating that biological solutions can be mimicked in vitro, these devices often demonstrate new paradigms without parallels in current technology. Long-term trends in technology toward the deployment of ever smaller and more numerous motors and computers give us confidence that our work will become increasingly relevant. Here, our discussion aims to step back and look at the big picture. From our perspective, energy efficiency is a key and underappreciated metric in the design of synthetic motors. On the basis of an analogy to ecological principles, we submit that practical molecular motors have to have energy conversion efficiencies of more than 10%, a threshold only exceeded by motor proteins. We also believe that motor and system lifetime is a critical metric and an important topic of investigation. Related questions are if future molecular motors, by necessity, will resemble biomolecular motors in their softness and fragility and have to conform to the "universal performance characteristics of motors", linking the maximum force and mass of any motor, identified by Marden and Allen. The utilization of molecular motors for computing devices emphasizes the interesting relationship among the conversion of energy, extraction of work, and production of information. Our recent work touches upon these topics and discusses molecular clocks as well as a Landauer limit for robotics. What is on the horizon? Just as photovoltaics took advantage of progress in semiconductor fabrication to become commercially viable over a century, one can envision that engineers working with biomolecular motors leverage progress in biotechnology and drug development to create the engines of the future. However, the future source of energy is going to be electricity rather than fossil or biological fuels, a fact that has to be accounted for in our future efforts. In summary, we are convinced that past, ongoing, and future efforts to engineer with biomolecular motors are providing exciting demonstrations and fundamental insights as well as opportunities to wander freely across the borders of engineering, biology, and chemistry.